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MESSAGE 

I am indeed delighted to note that the Department of Biotechnology and Biochemical 

Engineering of Sree Buddha College of Engineering, Pattoor has come out with a 

department magazine to showcase the artistic talents of the budding biotechnology 

students.  Over the years, biotechnology has proved to be extremely productive and 

innovative.  In fact, biotechnology is a golden tool to solve some of the key global 

problems like global epidemic, fatal diseases, global warming, rising petroleum fuel 

crisis and above all poverty. To become a socially resposnsible biotechnologist, it is aso 

important that the creative skills of the students be nurtured. I am sure that the efforts of 

the Department of Biotechnology and Biochemical Engineering will augment this 

concept. I appreciate the coordinators for their effort and hope that this marks a good 

beginning for more creative ventures in future. 

 

Prof. K. Sasikumar 

Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL 

“Creativity is the mother of all inventions”- Biotechnology is an emerging scientific 

discipline and the scope of Biotechnology has expanded to diverse sciences like 

immunology, virology and other subjects like health, agriculture, cell biology, plant 

physiology, seed technology, etc.  I hope that In vivo 2021 is a beginning to foster the 

creative skills in our youngsters to further encourage them to integrate the same with 

critical researching skills to address socially relevant future problems.  

I appreciate the valuable effort of the editorial team and I am glad to present this volume 

to the public domain. 

 

 

 

Dr. Krishna Kumar K 

Principal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE HOD 

 

 

 

I am delighted to note that the students and faculty members of the Department of BT 

& BCE and Food Technology have come up with the exciting idea of an arts magazine. 

The magazine showcases the artistic and literary talents of our students and scholars. I 

congratulate the editors and student team who worked behind making this magazine a 

reality.  I hope that more such activities can be initiated by the department in coming 

years.  

 

 

 

Prof. Meera Bai S 

HOD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM EDITORS 

Dear Readers, 

On behalf of the Editorial Team of the department Arts Magazine, we would like to wish all 

authors and readers a wonderful and prosperous year ahead. 

When a thought that has been enduring in mind becomes real, it is truly an interesting and 

exciting experience. This new assignment of ours is one such cherished work which we would 

fulfill to the best of our abilities. 

2021has been a year of mixed emotions; with Covid numbers progressing steadily during the 

initial days to situations getting lot better towards the end of the year. As for biotechnology, 

the year has seen the field being discussed more often among common man. As biotechnology 

aspirants, it gave all of us a sense of excitement and responsibility to use our skills to serve 

mankind.  

Creativity nourished higher order thinking and this is exactly the motive behind bringing out 

this magazine. Our youngsters were urged to add an extra shine to their journey in 

biotechnology with their artistic skills and to reassure that they are lot more than what they 

think they ought to be. We very much look forward to strengthening the student contributions 

to the magazines in coming years. I hope our readers share a similar vision, and we look 

forward to a productive, challenging and successful 2022 ahead. In the spirit of continuous 

improvement, any constructive input on streamlining our processes is very welcome. 

 

 

 

Dr. Jaya Jacob 

 

 

Ms. Shamnamol GK 
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THE CONCEPT OF READING TODAY 

Ms. Arathy S Nair 

Sem-3, FT 

In the interstics of history, books-primarly novels have been the main source of 

entertainment. Since the dawn of human civilization the information has been transferred 

from one generation to the next initially it was in the form of manuscripts and stone 

tablets. Since the invention of paper  the medium became books .Time passed on ,as the 

brain size of the humans grow, so did the number of pages in the book .The human race 

have been blessed with many inspirational authors and books that changed the course of 

history .The current generation became more informative and social with the invent of 

world wide web and then came the replacement for real page-filed books ,e-books. 

Answering their question of whether they can really be a replacement for real books does 

not necessarily mean backing one among them. Instead it would be more enigmatic to 

bring forth the pros and cons of both. The E-books, a successful and profit generating 

idea of modern internet loving reader genre is quite sample in its basic idea. The concept 

is to flourish the availability of contents of most known books, novels quiz etc. In the 

World Wide Web, theory increasing the accessibility and efficient of book reading through 
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the proposed medium. It is a boon for those group of new generation readers who find it 

difficult to find books from dusty old or well kept ,new libraries around the world. But no 

good deed goes unpunished. The adverse effect of using E-books is also quite deep 

rooted. Instigaling more, we find the importance of following a few things in life, the gold 

old fashioned way. Comparing real books with E-books, the accessibility is bit less, “time 

is just an illusion”- says the world’s most renowned scientist Albert Einstein. So in busy life 

that we humans share, don’t forget to savour the nectar that each page of book gives you 

and don’t forget to learn something from each book that you read. 

 

 

“A reader lives a thousand lives before he dies, said Jojen. The man who never reads 

lives only one.” 

― George R.R. Martin, A Dance with Dragons 

 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2936175
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FROM ASH TO FLAME 

Ms. Ahlam 

Sem-5, BT & BCE 

I ran like a horse  

But I moved only a step 

I roar like a thunder  

Fierce and strong  

With hopes shattered 

In tons of pieces 

What I hear was 

Blank and dark 

To cry aloud or hurt silent 

All I could was hibernate 

But the dark dreams  

Knocked my door  

With fear and hate  

I banged my door  

To rise again from ashes 

To fly high like a phoenix 
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DAD 

Ms. Mary Cisily 

Sem 5, BT & BCE 

 

A word that has a lot of meaning but still remains unnoticed  

Unnoticed because his sacrifices are not always loud but are quiet 

He knows exactly what you need  

He flower who’s your seed 

He’s the sunlight, without whom you can never shine so bright  

He stays as a shade 

Who never let’s your dreams to fade 

He’s the water that lets you grow and the day 

He see’s you on your feet he lets you go 

He’s like nature which only knows to give away 

He never experts anything in return as that’s his way 

He would give you wings to fly like a kite  

But would always want you to be by his side 

He’s a best friend to his son  

And a superhero to his daughter 

Life can change time would pass 
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The love for her superstar would never pass 

She’s always his little angel 

And he’s always her guardian angel whom  

She know she can always rely on 

He’s the best thing she could have had  

And it’s none other than her dad  
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Your smile is their breath... 

Dr. Jaya Jacob 

Faculty, BT & BCE 

 

I have mostly seen her working hard, day and night, and I realized that she 

was suffering a bad health- a not so serious, but annoying; that's what I can 

describe her non stop cough as...sometimes when we didn't see her, her 

husband told us that she was bed ridden, but again...the next day, we could 

see her waiting for the local bus early in the morning...the rush, the 

stampede, the heat...nothing stopped her from earning a living for her 

family...and back home by late evening, she was awaited with the kitchen 

chores....hmmmm...slowly, my mom and her..started sharing their 

burdens....she found a good friend in my mom, to ask when in need, to cry 

out when hurt...they stood separated by two walls...but, they could easily 

reach one another...the moments they shared, did make her feel better... 

They had a half built house, but, they were too busy settling the accounts 

that they barely had savings to bring their home to completion... the kids 

grew...they studied well....on loans...she and and husband..never let them 

feel the burden..but taught them... they somehow found some jobs..just to 

repay the loans... 

 

This was the picture of my neighborhood...until a week back... 

Her elder son`s wedding was fixed....that was news for my mom...but a half 

built house, tonnes of relatives, the first wedding at home- she had her 

worries to be shared soon wid my mom... 

today, when I visit their house, its a magnificent one...fully furnished, curtains 
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decorating every window...unlimited yummy food for all the guests...the 

whole house set to welcome a bride tomorrow...filled with surprise, I felt 

happy for her, who was seen running around treating her guests, with a 

warm smile...I return home...happy for them...to see that..alas..they somehow 

settled it all...the house is ready, the kids settled...may be she can rest few 

days.. 

I see her the next day morning...I went near the wall...I say " i am so happy 

for you and your family aunty!, take some rest after all the functions...be 

happy always..." 

 

She sighed...said " Yea, I am happy indeed...but...the debts...its for a 

lifetime...and I have to run double the pace from next week on"- her eyes 

were damp....but she smiled...with lots and lots of sparkle" but all for my 

son....I have been living for him and his smile makes my day, its my duty ...it 

is indeed my duty!!" 

Yea...we are all precious for our parents...our smile is their breath...our 

achievements are their joy, our presence is their rhythm.... 

 

 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-xqLHRzcnwFY/Venetaj9cPI/AAAAAAAACO0/xSlgTtmqJMk/s1600/6e5553aada9a2d6b845ee64fa7c673c9.jpg
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Cartoon Corner…. 
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The Artist`s Paint brush……
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Malayalam literary works…. 
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By 

Fathimathu Suhara, Nandana, Basila, Rinnie, Lekshmi 
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Crossword 
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